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Abstract: In the last years, the distribution network operators (DNOs) assumed transition strategies
of the electric distribution networks (EDNs) towards the active areas of the microgrids where,
regardless of the operating regimes, flexibility, economic efficiency, low power losses, and high power
quality are ensured. Artificial intelligence techniques, combined with the smart devices and real-time
remote communication solutions of the enormous data amounts, can represent the starting point in
establishing decision-making strategies to solve one of the most important challenges related to phase
load balancing (PLB). In this context, the purpose of the paper is to prove that a decision-making
strategy based on a limited number of PLB devices installed at the consumers (small implementation
degree) leads to similar technical benefits as in the case of full implementation in the EDNs. Thus, an
original bi-level PLB methodology, considering a clustering-based selection criterion of the consumers
for placement of the switching devices, was proposed. A real EDN from a rural area belonging to
a Romanian DNO has been considered in testing the proposed methodology. An implementation
degree of the PLB devices in the EDN by 17.5% represented the optimal solution, leading to a faster
computational time with 43% and reducing the number of switching operations by 92%, compared
to a full implementation degree (100%). The performance indicators related to the unbalance factor
and energy-saving highlighted the efficiency of the proposed methodology.

Keywords: distribution networks; phase load balancing; consumers’ selection criterion; switching
devices; unbalance factor; energy-saving

1. Introduction

Future electric distribution networks (EDNs) will cover the supply areas correspond-
ing to the low voltage (LV) or medium voltage (MV) distribution feeders, which can be
associated with the microgrids (µGs), each requiring efficient energy management [1]. With
the rapid propagation of the “smart grid” concept, some µGs in neighbouring areas, which
have a connection point (generally, an electric distribution substation or a tie line), can be
interconnected to constitute a multi-microgrid (MµG) system [2]. Today, the transformation
of the EDNs to satisfy the requirements of the µGs is technically possible due to the presence
of automation devices and, more recently, smart meters that communicate using industry
standards. On the other hand, there are challenges of the distribution networks operators
(DNOs) to ensure the transition towards the active area of the µGs: the emergence of
small-scale distributed generation sources (including the prosumers) and storage systems,
the requirements for reducing the carbon footprint of electricity production that determines
the change of the market model, and the presence of the bidirectional power flow [3].

In the current stage of this transition, the accelerated development in innovation and
technology plays an important role leading to [4]:
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• investments in the technical infrastructure of the actual EDNs to achieve flexibility
able to adapt to new requirements;

• increasing the automation degree in the EDNs to ensure the resilience and integration
of the distributed generation sources for an optimal operation;

• optimizing the topology to ensure continuity in the energy supply of the consumers.

In this context, the directions assumed by the DNOs aim to bring the EDNs from
the passive in the active area, where Artificial Intelligence techniques, combined with
advanced technologies and real-time remote communication solutions of the enormous data
amounts, led to the development of the concepts, equipment, technologies, and solutions
associated with the “smart grids” concept. The manufacturers must ensure adaptable and
reliable solutions for the communication systems to allow interconnectivity with the smart
metering system (SMS) of the DNOs. The possibilities of the advanced technologies and the
dedicated platforms offer new opportunities to the equipment manufacturers to develop
new architectures of the smart systems, including sensors, meters, data concentrators,
and automation devices that can communicate with each other to ensure a high level of
intelligence of the EDNs similar to µGs. These systems will provide support to operate
optimal the technical infrastructure [4].

One of the main issues from operating the future EDNs (named µGs) that can be
solved using these smart systems refers to the phase load balancing (PLB). Ideally, the
EDNs should be all along in the symmetric and balanced regime. In real conditions, such an
ideal operating associated with the current and voltage system is practically impossible due
to the dynamic variation of the load absorbed by the single-phase (1-P) consumers. In these
conditions, the operation regime of the EDNs becomes unbalanced, affecting the three-
phase symmetry of voltage and current, with economic and technical losses for the DNO.

1.1. Literature Review

Currently, various solutions have been developed in the literature to solve the PLB
problem. They consider the following objectives: the minimization of damages to the
consumers, the minimization of unbalance degree, and the maximization of energy-saving.
The optimal allocation of 1-P consumers represents an important research direction in
the last years, mainly due to the SMS concept. Generally, many references from the
literature refer to different variants of the PLB mechanisms. For example, [5–7] have
investigated the PLB problem based on the automatic 1-P consumer allocation. The phase
reconfiguration, or consumer reallocation, can be automatically operated to minimize the
current unbalance [5] based on the specific devices with controllable switches connected
on the low voltage (LV) side of the supply point (SP), identified through the electric
substation connected to the medium voltage network of the DNO. The EDN with the
simple topologies, such as a residential house [6] or experimental stand [7], were used in
testing the solutions represented by a micro-controller and an active phase router.

Regarding the balancing devices with controllable switches, there are different ap-
proaches proposed in many research papers. The static transfer systems (STS)-based
devices, with various costs and technical performances [8–10], were already implemented.
These solutions follow reducing the purchase cost and the switching times. Other devices
use a control system of the three-phase load unbalance [11] formed from two parallel
components (magnetic holding relay and thyristor) that allow quickly switching the load
between phases a, b, or c. The low cost, the high real-time performance, and a positive effect
on reducing the unbalance degree represents the main advantages of this solution. An
automatic phase load balancing device, based on a microcontroller and three relays, was
proposed in the references [12–14]. The operating time of the relay is a significant technical
parameter in the switching process. The results indicates that this solution is efficient,
having a reduced cost in their implementation. Another variant of a three-phase balancing
device having in its structure six relays and six contactors to ensure the balanced regime of
three controllable loads, is presented in [15]. The conclusion is that increasing the loads can
lead to a high cost due to the number of contactors. The solid-state relays and contactors
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connected to each phase represent the base of the solution adopted in [16]. The three triacs
of relays operate such that no two triacs are in the “on state” at the same time because
this state will create a short circuit among phases. A design of a phase-swapping device
with magnetic latching relays proposed in [17] can represent an efficient solution having
economic and technical benefits. Also, it uses a high-speed data transmission system that
is the main advantage in the implementation of a remote-control scheme.

On the other hand, many researchers have considered the manual reallocation of the
1-P consumers on the LV three phases to minimize the power losses based on the off-line
simulations [18–20]. The inability to reallocate all consumers simultaneously in the EDNs
represents the main disadvantage of these methodologies, leading to additional power
losses. The solution proposed in [19] is obtained based on the minimization of active power
loss, considering a minimum number of selected 1-P consumers for swapping between the
three phases of the grid. The optimal allocation of reactive power devices will not solve
the PLB problem [19,21]. Also, the three-phase capacitor allocation led to high costs in the
EDNs. In another perspective, the historical information about load balance can decrease
the unbalance factor by more than 10%, only if the consumers could be allocated optimally
on the phases [22].

Other analyses use the metaheuristics algorithms that tend to be considered less
intricate for implementation: discrete Genetic Algorithm [18,23], Particle Swarm Opti-
mization Algorithm [20], Gray Wolf Optimization Algorithm [24], Flower Pollination
Algorithm [25], Ant Colony Optimization [26], or Nelder Mead combined with Bacte-
rial Foraging Algorithm [27]. Most of these researches report that the performed stud-
ies aim to reach the global optimum. This observation is never correct for a heuristic
method that runs on the real EDNs. At the same time, the computation time increases
with the complexity of the problem.

The large-scale integration of the prosumers, storage systems, and electric vehicles
represent other challenges of the DNOs. In this context, the PLB problem sparked, again, a
particular interest of researchers. The authors have implemented in [28] a power market
mechanism with financial benefits to encourage both consumers and local producers to
participate in the PLB process. The balancing mode (using switching devices or manually)
is missing due to commercial objectives subject to technical constraints.

The approaches from [29–31] solve the PLB problem through the smart integration of
electric vehicles. Kikhavani M.R. et al. [29] addresses the optimal phase connection of Plug-
in electric vehicles (PEVs) based on the power loss minimization and the improvement
of the voltage profile. The algorithm commands phase switching devices connecting or
disconnecting the optimal number of PEVs in two operational ways (vehicle-to-grid and
grid-to vehicle). Reference [30] presents the adaptive coordination between the photovoltaic
inverters and electric vehicle chargers based on a local controller device to solve the PLB
problem. At the same time, the approach detailed in [31] proposes the LV modular bypass
converters. The topology of an EDN without additional power losses represents the main
characteristic of these active balancing methodologies.

The integration of energy storage systems in the EDNs with small-scale distributed
generation represents another option to address optimal phase balancing [32]. The bal-
ancing speed represents the main limitation of the last four approaches [29–32], limited
by a high number of switching operations associated with the electric vehicle and the
storage systems. A comprehensive solution with smart transformers is presented in [33],
while another study proposes a simple three-phase load balancing considering only the
information provided by smart meters [34].

Table 1 presents a concise summary of the references with an emphasis on the main
characteristics and the implementation method: type of EDN, balancing point (pole/supply
point level), balancing mode (manual/automatic), optimization model (with objective
function (OF) and constraints (C)), and switching operations. The objective function
considers the minimization of unbalance current (UC), unbalance voltage (UV), unbalance
factor (UF), cost optimization (CO), and active power losses (APL). Many other studies
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presented in the literature have proposed the same approaches to solve the PLB problem
as the ones in the table.

Table 1. Synthesis of the approaches proposed in the literature.

Authors, Reference
Number

Type of
EDN

Balancing Point
Balancing

Mode

Mathematic Model Evaluation of Benefits

Pole Supply
Point OF C Switching

Operations
Energy
Savings

Liu B. et al. [5]
Mahendran B. et al. [25] Real No Yes Automatic UC Yes Yes Yes

Haq S.U. et al. [6];
Narayanan K.N. et. al. [7] Test No No Automatic UC No No No

Homaee O. et al. [18] Real Yes No Manual APL Yes No Yes
Liu Y.W. et al. [19] Test No No Mixed UV No No No
Kalesar B.M. [20]

Evzelman M. et al. [31] Test No Yes Automatic APL Yes Yes Yes

Jianguo Z. et al. [21] Test No No Manual UC No Yes No
Arias J. et al. [22]

Al-Kharsan I.H. [24] Test No Yes Mixed UF No No Yes

Echeverri G.M. et al. [23]
Faessler B. et al. [32] Test No No Manual APL No No Yes

Saffar A. et al. [26]
Hooshmand R. et al. [27] Test No Yes Manual APL Yes No Yes

Olek B. et al. [28] Test No No None UV No No No
Kikhavani M.R. et al. [29]

Weckx S. et al. [30] Test No Yes Automatic APL Yes No No

De Carne G. et al. [33]
Pasdar A. et al. [34] Test No Yes Automatic UC Yes No No

Concerning the MµG systems, the phase load balancing has not been treated as a
stand-alone problem, being part of the energy management strategies from each EDN, seen
as µG, [35,36]. The approach developed in [35] treats the economic operation in the MµG
system, proposing an optimization model based on the multileader and multi-follower
game. Thus, the tie-line power of the µGs is corrected to optimize the economic benefits
quantified through a three-phase balanced regime. A control strategy for PLB applied in the
neighbouring non-synchronous µGs was proposed in [36] and used at the level of each µG.

1.2. Contributions

Although many studies and papers addressed the PLB problem, some aspects still
have not been considered. Thus, the analysis of all approaches highlights some weaknesses
represented by a fully (100%) implementation degree with the PLB devices, with high
investments and overheads for the DNOs, and the use of test grids, which does not consider
all technical and economic operating conditions from the real grids, in the validation
process. In these conditions, the purpose of the paper is to prove that a limited number
of PLB devices (low implementation degree that means reduced investments) can lead to
similar technical benefits as in the case of full implementation.

In the paper, the authors attempt to address the above weaknesses of the approaches
from the literature, proposing a novel bi-level decision-making methodology characterized
by the following original contributions:

• From the literature review, our decision-making strategy, included in the first step of
the methodology, for the placement of the switching devices in the LV distribution
networks is the first that contains a clustering-based consumers’ selection criterion.
A qualification index was defined to select the optimal number of the consumers’
candidate groups in the decision-making process. This strategy significantly reduces
the investments and overheads involved in network management for the DNO.

• Developing a new PLB algorithm that aims minimization of the unbalance factor at the
SP level while ensuring that the unbalance constraints are satisfied at all poles where
selected consumers in the first level are connected. The fast convergence and high
accuracy represent strengths compared with other algorithms. Hence, the conflicting
goals of accuracy and convergence speed are simultaneously achieved.
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• Presenting a comparative study between full and low implementation degrees of the
PLBE to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed decision-making methodology
in a real EDN with complex topology and a high number of consumers.

1.3. Paper Organization

The organization of the next sections is the following: Section 2 particularizes the
levels of the proposed methodology that integrates the clustering-based selection criterion
of the consumers for the PLB process, Section 3 details the results obtained for a real
EDN belonging to a Romanian DNO and a comparative study accomplished concerning
the methodology where all consumers take part in the PLB process (full implementation
degree) to highlight the accuracy and benefits of the proposed algorithm, and Section 4
includes the conclusions and the future works.

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed methodology, associated with the optimal placement of the PLBE in the
consumption points, contains two hierarchical levels in the decision-making process:

• The first level integrates the K-means clustering-based algorithm to select the “candi-
date” groups containing 1-P consumers where the phase load balancing equipment
(PLBE) could be installed, with a significant influence on the minimization of unbal-
ance factor; the clustering simplifies the selection process leading at a relatively small
number of 1-P consumers with the PLBE installed.

• The second level includes an improved iterative PLB algorithm to minimize the
unbalance factor at the SP level, subject to the constraints where its value must be
below an imposed limit by the decision-maker (DM) at poles with 1-P consumers from
the “candidate” groups connected.

The number of consumers from the “candidate” groups who participated in the
balancing process will influence the decision regarding the placement of the PLBE.

In the paper, the methodology is applied for a single EDN (associated with a µG),
with the possibility to be extended for a multi-EDN system (MµG system), provided
that the EDNs have the same supply point (an electric distribution substation) connected
to the distribution network of the DNO to achieve the proposed objective, namely the
minimization of the unbalance factor at the SP level.

Figure 1 presents the flow-chart of the methodology, highlighting the steps associated
with each level. The next paragraphs detail its application process.

2.1. The First Level—Selecting “Candidate” Consumer Groups

The first level refers to a decision-making process where the consumers’ “candidate”
groups with PLBE installed are established based on the clustering process. The choice of
the K-means algorithm was motivated by its advantages concerning other algorithms: easy
implementation, working with the high-size database, guaranteed convergence, fast initial-
ization of the centroids, and effortlessly accommodates to new samples [37–39]. The follow-
ing sections described the main steps used in selecting the “candidate” consumer groups.
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2.1.1. Input Data

The input data considered in the clustering process include for each consumer n, n = 1,
. . . , NC, where NC represents the total number of the consumers, the requested current at
the peak load hour, hPL, from the EDN, and the distance, Dn, n = 1, . . . , NC, from the SP
(connected to the medium voltage electric distribution system of the DNO) to the poles
where the consumer is connected. Thus, the consumers subjected to the clustering process
have these features recorded in a matrix [ID], having the size NC×2:

[ID]NC×2 =



I1,hPL D1
...

...
In,hPL Dn

...
...

INC ,hPL DNC

 (1)

where: NC represents the number of the consumers from the EDN integrated into the SMS;
hPL is the hour of the peak load recorded in the EDN; In,hPL corresponds to the requested
current by the consumer n, n = 1, . . . , NC at the hour hPL; Dn indicates the distance between
the SP and the pole where the consumer n is connected.
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The current profiles corresponding to the day of the peak load from the EDN are
uploaded from the database of the SMS in a matrix [I], having the size NC×H:

[I]NC×H =



I1,1 · · · I1,h · · · I1,H
...

...
...

...
...

In,1 · · · In,h · · · In,H
...

...
...

...
...

INC ,1 · · · INC ,h · · · INC ,H

 (2)

where H is the analysed time period (in this case H = 24 h, with a sampling step ∆h = 1 h).
The aggregation of the profiles at the LV level of the SP to identify the hour of the

peak load represents the following step:

[
I(SP)

]
1×H

=

[
NC

∑
n=1

I(SP)
n,1 · · ·

NC

∑
n=1

I(SP)
n,h · · ·

NC

∑
n=1

I(SP)
n,H

]
(3)

[
I(SP)
max , hPL

]
= max

h

{[
I(SP)

]}
(4)

where: [I(SP)]1×H represents the vector of the currents aggregated at the LV level of the SP
for each hour h, h = 1, . . . , H; hPL is the position from the vector [I(SP)] associated with the
hour of the peak load recorded in the EDN; I(SP)

max corresponds the maximum value of the
total current (peak load) at the LV level of the SP.

The column hPL of the matrix [I], [IhPL], will be used in the clustering process as the first
feature of the consumers, representing the requested currents at the hour of the peak load.

In addition to the current profiles, the branching type, tb, tb = {1-P, 3-P}, where 1-P is
associated with the single-phase consumers and 3-P with the three-phase consumers, and
connection phase, p = {a, b, c, abc}, for each consumer, are uploaded from the consumers’
database of the DNO based on the identification number of the analysed EDN and recorded
in the vectors [Tb]1×Nc and [Ph]1×Nc. One of the phases from the set p = {a, b, c} will be used
by 1-P consumers, and the 3-P consumers will have a three-phase branching {abc}.

Based on these data, the current profiles are aggregated on each phase at the SP
level, and the unbalance factor (UF) is calculated for the peak load hour, hPL, using the
formula [40]:

UF(hPL) =
1

nph
· ∑

p∈{a,b,c}

 I(hPL)
p

I(hPL)
av

2

(5)

I
(hPL)

av =
I(hPL)
a + I(hPL)

b + I(hPL)
c

nph
(6)

where p—the set of the phases (p = {a, b, c}); nph—the number of the phases (np = 3); Ip
(hPL)—

the total current on the phase p, at the LV level of the SP and hour hPL; Iav
(hPL)—the average

phase current at the SP level and the hour of the peak load, hPL;
If UF(hPL) has a value higher than 1.1 (limit value accepted by the DNO for the unbalance

factor), the clustering algorithm starts to identify the consumers’ “candidate” groups.
The second column of the matrix [ID], corresponding to the other feature used in the

clustering process, refers to the distances between the poles and the SP. The calculation of
these distances is easy, knowing the topology of the EDN identified based on an algorithm
proposed by the authors in [41]. Figure 2 explains the synthesis of the approach.
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Figure 2. The exemplification of the structure vectors-based approach.

The two structure-vectors, [VS1] and [VS2], identifies the topology of the EDN. The
consecutive grouping of the distribution sections between two poles inside the connecting
stage corresponds to the starting point to build the two vectors. The notations are the
following: connecting stages CS1 . . . CS4, sections S1 . . . S8, poles P1 . . . P8, and consumers
C1 . . . C10. The vectors [PT]1×NP and [S]1×NS, where NP and NS represent the total number
of the poles and sections, record the data related to the topology of the EDN. The connected
phases (a, b, or c) of the consumers are indicated between the round brackets. The values
of the elements associated with the vectors [VS1] and [VS2] are highlighted under the
single-line diagram of the EDN.

Using this topology and additional information obtained from the DNO regarding
the distance between two successive poles, a distance-vector [D], having the size 1×NC, is
built based on the allocation of the consumers to each pole. Table 2 presents the elements
of this vector, associated with the topology from Figure 2.

Table 2. The allocation of the consumers to the poles and the distances to the SP (see Figure 2).

Pole P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P7 P8

Consumer C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
Phase c a b c a b b a b c

Distance, [km] 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.20

The vector [D] represents the second feature of the consumers used in the clustering
process (the second column from matrix [ID]).

The normalization of the two features corresponds to the last stage before starting
the clustering process. The following relations represent the base of the normalization
stage [42,43]:

I∗n,hPL
=

In,hPL
− IhPL ,max

IhPL ,max − IhPL ,min
; D∗n =

Dn − Dmax

Dmax − Dmin
n = 1, . . . , NC (7)

IhPL ,max = max
n=1,...,NC

{
In,hPL

}
; IhPL ,min = min

n=1,...,NC

{
In,hPL

}
(8)

Dmax = max
n=1,...,NC

{Dn}; Dmin = min
n=1,...,NC

{Dn} (9)

where I*n,hPL—the normalized value of the requested current by the consumer n, n = 1, . . . ,
NC at the hour hPL; Dn*—the normalized value of the distance between the pole where the
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consumer n is connected and the SP; IhPl,min and IhPL,max—the lowest and highest value of
requested currents at the hour hPL; Dmin and Dmax—the minimum and maximum values of
the distances.

2.1.2. Clustering Process

The K-means algorithm receives as input data the normalized matrix [ID*]Nc×2, where
each row [ID*n] = [I*n,hPL D*n] is associated with a consumer n = 1, . . . , NC, having as
features the requested current I∗n,hPL

at the peak load hour, hPL, and the distance, D*n, n = 1,
. . . , NC, from the SP to the pole where the consumer is connected.

The K-means algorithm groups the consumers in clusters, denoted by C = {Ck | k = 1: K}.
The grouping process considers the minimization of the following objective function:

F(ID, K) =
K

∑
k=1

∑
IDn

n = 1, . . . , NC

dist(ID∗n, mk) (10)

where: mk—the centroid of the cluster k, k = 1, . . . , K; dist (. , .) represents the Euclidean
distance in the two-dimensional space.

The algorithm starts with a random set of the centroids associated with the K clusters
and then change the centroids into several iterations. Finally, it will find a partition that
corresponds to a minimum of the function F [39,42,44].

The main steps of the algorithm are the following, see Figure 3:
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Figure 3. The steps of the clustering process.

Initialization: It starts with the random selection of K centroids from the rows of the
matrix [ID]:

M = {m1
(0), . . . , mk

(0), . . . , mK
(0)} (11)
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Assigning: Each row from the input data matrix is associated with the nearest centroid:

ID∗n ∈ Ckif min
k
{dist(ID∗n, mk)} (12)

Update: The new position of the centroids mk, k = 1, . . . , K, is recalculated as the
average value of the features (current and distance) associated with the consumers from
the clusters Ck.

The following formula sums up all the characteristics of the consumers belonging to
the cluster Ck, k = 1, . . . , K, having the membership degree to it.

mk =
1
nk

∑
IDn ∈ Ck

n = 1, . . . , NC

ID∗n, k = 1, 2, . . . , K (13)

where nk—the number of consumers from the cluster Ck.
Stopping: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 (Assigning and Update) until a pass through the input

data does not cause new assignments, and no change in the values of the centroids will not
produce. Also, the maximum number of iterations of the algorithm can be limited.

However, there is a question regarding the final partition: Was the global optimum obtained?
The following steps have been completed to obtain the answer to this question:

• Calculation of the maximum number of clusters based on the formula [45]:

Kmax =
√

NC (14)

• Clustering: K-means clustering method is used for each partition in the Ck clusters,
k = 2, . . . , Kmax, using the input data matrix.

• Evaluating the quality of partition: The evaluation is based on the silhouette coefficient
calculated with the relation [46]:

SC(K) =
1

NC

NC

∑
n=1

(
bi − ai

max{ai, bi}

)
(15)

ai =

∑
j ∈ r
j 6= i

dist(ID∗i , ID∗j )

Nr − 1
; bi = min

s 6=r

∑
j ∈ s
j 6= i

dist(ID∗i , ID∗j )

Ns
(16)

where: Nr and Ns—the number of the consumers assigned to the clusters r and s;
dist(IDi, IDj)—the Euclidean distance in the two-dimensional space between the i-th
and j-th rows from the matrix [ID*].

• Iterative process: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 (Clustering and Evaluating the quality of partition)
to evaluate the quality of partitions between 2 and Kmax. The values of SC are recorded
for each partition in the vector QP = [SC(2), SC(3), . . . , SC(Kmax)].

• Determining the optimal number of clusters through the calculation of the maximum
value from the vector QP, SCmax. The partition with the value SCmax is associated with
the optimal number of clusters, Ck,opt.

[SCmax, Ck,opt] = max
K
{[QP]} (17)

2.1.3. Selecting the “Candidate” Consumer Groups

The decision-making process uses a qualification index, QI, to select the candidate
groups. It is defined for each interest area resulted from the zoning of the “distance-current”
space. Each interest area has a degree of importance, Gi, (High, Medium, and Low) having a
discrete value of the QI assigned. There are some differences between the urban and rural
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areas represented by the distances between consumers and the SP (shorter in the urban
areas), the type of EDN (aerial in the rural areas), and the requested currents at the peak
load (smaller values for the rural consumers).

Inside the interest areas, the clusters Ck,opt, obtained from the clustering process are
represented by the centroids mk, with the average characteristics of the distances and
requested currents of the consumers from each cluster.

The values of the index QI depend on the degrees of importance: Gi∈{7, 8, 9, 10}, for
a High degree, Gi∈{4, 5, 6}, for a Medium degree, and Gi∈{1, 2, 3}, for a Low degree. The
clusters with the centroids inside the areas with a High degree of importance represent
“candidate” groups. They will participate in the PLB process in descending order of the QI,
and depending on the stop criterion imposed by the DM on the unbalance factor, UF, all or
only some of them will be chosen.

2.2. The Second Level—Phase Load Balancing Process

An iterative algorithm, which minimizes the unbalance factor on the LV side of the SP
by switching the consumers assigned to the “candidate” groups from a phase to another, is
proposed in the PLB process. It represents an improved variant of the algorithm proposed
in [46], where all consumers integrated into the SMS take part in the PLB process following a
single-iteration procedure, having as the objective the minimization of the unbalance factor
to each pole. Even if the optimal solution has corresponded to a value of the unbalance
factor very close to 1.0 (ideal target) at the SP level, the number of switching operations is
very high.

In the proposed algorithm, the maximum number of iterations is equal to the number
of the “candidate” consumer groups. In each iteration, all consumers from a “candidate”
group, selected in descending order of the QI, are considered in the PLB process.

The algorithm starts with the end poles, aggregating the currents on each phase
considering the allocation of consumers, and tracks the topology of the EDN, identified
through the two structure-vectors [VS1] and [VS2] (see Section 2.1.1), until to the SP. The
minimization of the unbalance factor at the SP level represents the objective of the PLB
algorithm. To satisfy the constraints, the values of the unbalance factor calculated at
the poles with the 1-P consumers from the “candidate” groups must be smaller than the
imposed limit by the DM. Finally, the optimal solution corresponds to the coordination
of the PLBE from the consumption points (CP) associated with the consumers from the
“candidate” groups. Specifically, if the local PLB solutions obtained at each pole with
the consumers from the “candidate” groups connected are optimal, then the global PLB
solution at the SP level is also optimal.

Thus, the objective function of the PLB problem refers to the minimization of hourly
unbalance factor inside the analysed period H at the level of the SP:

min(UF(h)
SP ), h = 1, . . . , H (18)

subject to:
UF(h)

P ≤ UFlim, P ∈ {PGC ⊆ PT} (19)

where: h—the hour when the PLB process unfolds; GC—the “candidate” groups of the
consumers with PLBE; UF(h)

SP– the unbalance factor on the LV side of the SP; {PGC}—the
set of the poles with least one consumer from the groups GC; {PT}—the set of all poles from
the EDN; UF(h)

P—the unbalance factor calculated at the pole P containing consumers from
the groups GC; UFlim—the limit value agreed by the DM for the unbalance coefficient at
the pole level; H—the analysed time period.

As pointed out above, the algorithm starts from the end poles to determine in the final
step the minimum value of the unbalance factor at the SP level, UF(h)

SP, at each hour h,
based on the optimization models (18) and (19).

An aggregation process of the phase currents takes at each pole P place, starting with
those from the end of the EDN. If consumers from the groups GC are connected at the pole
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P, then P∈{PGC} and the optimal local solution at the pole level is obtained considering all
combinations between the allocations of each consumer from the groups GC on the phases,
satisfying the constraint (19), where UF(h)

P is calculated with the relation,

UF(h)
P =

1
nph
· ∑

p∈{a,b,c}

 I(h){p},P

I(h)av,P

2

, P ∈ {PGC ⊆ PT} (20)

where: I(h)
{p},P—the phase currents aggregated at the pole P∈{PGC}, p = {a, b, c}; I(h)

av,P—the
average phase current calculated at the pole P∈{PGC}; nph—the number of the phases.

For the optimal combination of the consumers from the groups GC corresponding to
the minimum value of UF(h)

P, the phase currents, I(h)
{p},P, p = {a, b, c}, are calculated with

the relation,

I(h){p},P = I(h){p},GI,P + I(h){p},GC,P + I(h){p},x, P ∈ {PGC ⊆ PT}, x ∈ {PT}, x 6= P, p = {a, b, c} (21)

where: GI—the ignored groups of the consumers without PLBE; I(h)
{p},GI,P—the phase

currents, p = {a, b, c}, belonging to the groups GI and aggregated at the pole P∈{PGC};
I(h)

{p},GC,P—the phase currents, p = {a, b, c}, belonging to the groups GC and aggregated at
the pole P∈{PGC}; I(h)

{p},x—the phase currents, p = {a, b, c}, aggregated at the pole x∈{PT}
(placed after the pole P in the EDN).

If the current pole is an end pole then I(h)
{p},x = 0. In the same context, if there are

only the consumers belonging to groups GI connected at the pole P/∈{PGC}, then the phase
currents I(h)

{p},GC,P, p = {a, b, c}, are missing, also, from the relation (21).
The calculation of the phase currents associated with the consumers from groups GC

connected at the pole P∈{PGC} is done with the relations,

I(h)a,GC,P =

N(h)
a,GC,P

∑
mi=1

I(h)a,GC,mi

 ; I(h)b,GC,P =

N(h)
b,GC,P

∑
mj=1

I(h)b,GC,mj

; I(h)c,GC,P =

N(h)
c,GC,P

∑
ml=1

I(h)c,GC,ml

, P ∈ {PGC ⊆ PT} (22)

where: I(h)
a,GC,mi—the requested current by consumer mi belonging to the groups GC and

allocated on the phase a at the pole P; I(h)
b,GC,mj—the requested current by the consumer

mj belonging to the groups GC and allocated on the phase b at the pole P; I(h)
c,GC,ml—the

requested current by the consumer ml belonging to the groups GC and allocated on the
phase c at the pole P; N(h)

a,GC,P, N(h)
b,GC,P, N(h)

c,GC,P—the number of the consumption
points associated with the consumers allocated on each phase of the EDN, belonging to the
groups GC, at the pole P.

For the consumers from group GI connected at the pole P∈{PGC}, the phase currents
are calculated with the relations,

I(h)a,GI,P =

N(h)
a,GI,P

∑
ni=1

I(h)a,GI,ni

 ;I(h)b,GI,P =

N(h)
b,GI,P

∑
nj=1

I(h)b,GI,nj

 ;I(h)c,GI,P =

N(h)
c,GI,P

∑
nl=1

I(h)c,GI,nl

, P ∈ {PGC ⊆ PT} (23)

where: I(h)
a,GI,ni—the requested current by consumer ni belonging to the groups GI and

allocated on the phase a at the pole P; I(h)
b,GC,nj—the requested current by the consumer

nj belonging to the groups GI and allocated on the phase b at the pole P; I(h)
c,GC,nl—the

requested current by the consumer nl belonging to the groups GI and allocated on the
phase c at the pole P; N(h)

a,GI,P, N(h)
b,GI,P, N(h)

c,GI,P—the number of the consumption points
associated with the consumers allocated on each phase of the EDN, belonging to the groups
GI, at the pole P.

The number of consumers assigned to groups GC on each phase can be different at the
hour h, compared to the previous hour, due to the switching process. Finally, it is verified
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if all consumers from both groups, allocated to the pole P∈{PGC}, were considered in the
aggregation process using the relations,

N(h)
P,{p} = NP,{p},GI + N(h)

P,{p},GC; NP = ∑ N(h)
P,{p} p = {a, b, c} (24)

where: N(h)
P,{p},GI—the number of the consumption points associated with the consumers

belonging to the groups GI, allocated on each phase p ={a, b, c} at the pole P; N(h)
P,{p},GC—the

number of the consumption points associated with the consumers belonging to the groups
GC, allocated on each phase p ={a, b, c} at the pole P; N(h)

P,{p}—the total number of the
consumption points associated with the consumers allocated on each phase p ={a, b, c} at
the pole P; NP—the total number of the consumption points associated with the consumers
allocated at the pole P.

The aggregation process of the phase currents at the SP level is based on the relation,

I(h){p},SP = I(h){p},GI,SP + I(h){p},GC,SP, p = {a, b, c} (25)

where: I(h)
{p},SP—the phase currents, p ={a, b, c}, aggregated at the SP level (on the LV side);

I(h)
{p},GI,SP—the phase currents of the consumers belonging to the groups GI and aggregated

at the SP level; I(h)
{p},GC,SP—the phase currents of the consumers belonging to the groups

GC and aggregated at the SP level.
The calculation of the phase currents associated with the groups GI is done with

the relations,

I(h)a,GI,SP =

Na,GI

∑
o=1

I(h)a,GI,o; I(h)b,GI,SP =

Nb,GI

∑
f=1

I(h)b,GI, f ; I(h)c,GI,SP =

Nc,GI

∑
v=1

I(h)c,GI,v (26)

where: I(h)
{p},GI,SP—the phase currents, p = {a,b,c}, of the consumers belonging to the group

GI and aggregated at the SP level; I(h)
a,GI,o—the requested current by the consumer o

belonging to the groups GI and allocated on the phase a; I(h)
b,GI,f —the requested current

by the consumer f belonging to the groups GI and allocated on the phase b; I(h)
c,GI,v—the

requested current by the consumer v belonging to the groups GI and allocated on the phase
c; N(h)

a,GI, N(h)
b,GI, N(h)

c,GI—the number of the consumption points associated with the
consumers belonging to the group GI, allocated on each phase p = {a, b, c} at the SP level.

The phase currents associated with the groups GC at the SP level, where the optimal
phase for each consumer has been determined at the poles P∈{PGC}, are calculated with
the relations,

I(h)a,GC,SP =

N(h)
a,GC

∑
q=1

I(h)a,GC,q; I(h)b,GC,SP =

N(h)
b,GC

∑
e=1

I(h)b,GC,e; I(h)c,GC,SP =

N(h)
c,GC

∑
w=1

I(h)c,GC,w (27)

where: I(h)
{p},GC,SP—the phase currents, p = {a,b,c}, of the consumers belonging to the groups

GC and aggregated at the SP level; I(h)
a,GC,q—the requested current by the consumer q

belonging to the groups GC and allocated on the phase a; I(h)
b,GC,e—the requested current

by the consumer e belonging to the groups GC and allocated on the phase b; I(h)
c,GC,w—the

requested current by the consumer w belonging to the groups GC and allocated on the phase
c; N(h)

a,GC, N(h)
b,GC, N(h)

c,GC—the number of the consumption points associated with the
consumers belonging to the groups GC, allocated on each phase p = {a, b, c} at the SP level.

The consumers considered in the aggregation process on each phase, n(h)
{p}, p = {a, b, c},

are verified to correspond with the total number of consumers from the EDN using
the relations,

NC = ∑ n(h)
{p}; n(h)

{p} = N{p},GI + N(h)
{p},GC p = {a, b, c} (28)
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where: N(h)
{p},GC—the number of the consumption points associated with the consumers

from the EDN allocated on each phase p = {a, b, c}, belonging to the groups GC; N{p},GI—the
number of the consumption points associated with the consumers from the EDN allocated
on each phase p = {a, b, c}, belonging to the groups GI; n(h)

{p}—the number of the consumers
from the EDN allocated on each each phase p = {a, b, c}; NC—the number of the consumers
from EDN.

Finally, the unbalance factor at the SP level at hour h, h = 1, . . . , H, see the relation
(18), is calculated with the help of the aggregated phase currents on the LV side:

UF(h)
SP =

1
nph
·


 I(h)a,SP

I(h)av,SP

2

+

 I(h)b,SP

I(h)av,SP

2

+

 I(h)c,SP

I(h)av,SP

2
 (29)

where:
I(h)av,SP =

1
nph

(
I(h)a,SP + I(h)b,SP + I(h)c,SP

)
(30)

The average value of the unbalance factor, UF(l)
av,SP, on the LV side of the SP, in the

analysed period, H, is calculated in each iteration l.

UF(l)
av,SP =

H
∑

h=1
UF(h)

SP

H
, l = 1, . . . , GC (31)

where: H—the analysed period and l—current iteration.
The stopping criterion of the iterative process verifies if the average value of the

unbalance factor is below than a specified limit by the DM,

UF(l)
av,SP ≤ UFlim (32)

where: UFlim—the specified limit by the DM to stop the iterative process.
If the constraint (32) is not satisfied, the following “candidate” group is considered,

and all steps are repeated.
For a better understanding, Figure 4 exemplifies the proposed PLB algorithm using

the test EDN presented in Section 2.1.1, considering the hypothesis that consumer C9,
connected to the pole P7, has a PLBE.
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Figure 4. The PLB procedure detailed for the EDN with 8 poles and 10 consumers.

The red values represent the initial phase currents on each section, and yellow high-
lights the modified values due to switching the consumer C9 from phase a to b. Thus, UF
at the SP level reaches a very close value to the target (UF = 1.0) decreasing from 1.11 to
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1.004. The effect of this switching operation, quantified through smaller UF, feels at the
level of each pole.

The proposed methodology has the following advantages compared with the ap-
proaches from the literature:

• Applying in the real EDNs, with complex topologies and a high number of 1-P consumers.
• Use in the first level a clustering-based selection criterion, easy to implement in the

decision-making strategies, to obtain the “candidate” groups of the 1-P consumers which
participate in the PLB process, with significant influence on the minimization of the
unbalance factor. This criterion is easy to implement in any decision-making strategy.

• Integration into the second level an iterative PLB algorithm that aims minimization
of the unbalance factor at the SP level, subject to the constraints regarding its value
below an imposed limit at the poles where the 1-P consumers from the “candidate”
groups are connected. The fast computational time and convergence speed represent
strengths compared with other algorithms.

Figure 5 presents the flow chart of the proposed iterative Algorithm (18)–(32).

2.3. Integration of the Methodology in a Smart Balancing System

The architecture of a Smart Balancing System (SBS), which to integrate the proposed
methodology, should have the following main components: the phase load balancing
equipment (PLBE), composed of a smart meter (SM) and a switching device (SD), a high-
speed data communication system, and the data concentrator from the supply point (SP).
Figure 6 presents the implementation of the architecture for the EDN from Figure 5.

The red dashed lines correspond to the communication system, and the black lines
signify the technical infrastructure with the four-wire conductors (three phases and neutral,
3-P + N) on the main trunk and two-wire conductors (one phase and neutral, 1-P + N)
for the 1-P branching. The 1-P consumers must have the three-phase (3-P) branching and
the PLBE to be involved in the PLB process, as is the case of the consumer C9. The other
consumers will only have the SM.

The data concentrator installed at the SP level takes over, with a sampling step (1 h) set
by the DM, the data regarding the current and the connection phase from each consumption
point associated with the 1-P consumer.

The decision-making module, which includes the PLB algorithm, processes the data, and,
finally, sends the command to SD from the PLBE structure to switch the consumer on the new
phase according to the identified solution corresponding to a minimum unbalance degree.

The architecture of the SBS can have a significant impact on the operation of the EDNs
only if the following requirements are satisfied:

• the communication infrastructure has a high-speed data transmission,
• the data concentrator located at the SP level, which integrates the decision-making

module, has superior performances (high data acquisition and processing speed),
• the SD, integrated into the PLBE, performs fast switching between phases of the

1-P consumers.

However, a compromise must be between these requirements leading to a convenient
cost for the DNO.

The methodology could also solve the PLB problem in a multi-EDN system with
EDNs connected to the same SP. The decision-making will correspond to an optimal local
balancing solution for each EDN, which leads to a global balancing solution at the level of
the whole system. The objective is the same, namely minimization of the unbalance factor
at the SP level. Thus, the data concentrator will contain the data from all EDNs and send
simultaneous the command to SDs according to the solution corresponding to a minimum
unbalance degree, see Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The architecture of the SBS from a multiple-EDN system used in the PLB process.

3. Case Study

A real EDN, having the rated voltage of 0.4 kV, belonging to the DNO from the North-
East Region of Romania, was considered in testing the proposed methodology. Figure 8
presents the topology of the analysed EDN, where for the type (1-P or 3-P) and allocation of
the consumers on the phases were used the following colours: red (1-P consumer, phase a),
blue (1-P consumer, phase b), yellow (1-P consumer, phase c), and magenta (3-P consumers).
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Table 3 presents details of the characteristics associated with the sections of the EDN.
The data indicate that 62.5% (2.2 km) from the total length has the cross-section of phase
and neutral conductors by 50 mm2, mainly on the main trunk. The lateral branches,
having 1.32 km, contain both 1-P (18.2%) and 3-P (19.3%) conductors, with cross-sections
less than 35 mm2.
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Table 3. The characteristics of the sections.

No.
Cross-Section

Type Length [km]
Phase Conductor Neutral Conductor

1 3 × 50 50 Classical 2.08
2 3 × 50 50 Stranded 0.12
3 3 × 35 35 Classical 0.68
4 1 × 35 35 Classical 0.28
5 1 × 25 25 Classical 0.28
6 1 × 25 16 Classical 0.08

Total 3.52

Figure 9 presents the type (1-P or 3-P) and the initial phase allocation for all consumers.
The analysis of the information highlights that most of the 1-P consumers are allocated on
the phase b (48.2%), followed by phase c (36.8%), and phase a (14%). Only one consumer
(0.9%) connected at the pole P10 has 3-P branching. The vectors [Tb] and [Ph] will contain
these data (see Table A1 from Appendix A).
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Figure 9. The allocation of the consumers on the phases.

Another significant piece of information in testing the methodology refers to the
consumers. In the analysed EDN, all consumers have the meters integrated into the
SMS such that the current curves, with a sampling step by 1 h, can be available, see the
Supplementary File Current Curves.

The information associated with the topology of the EDN and current profiles is
uploaded from the databases, representing the input data of the proposed methodology.

In the first stage, the matrix [ID], having two columns associated with the vectors
[IhPL] and [D], which contain the requested currents at the hour the peak load, hPL, and the
distances, Dn, n = 1, . . . , NC, from the SP to the pole where each consumer is connected,
is built. Then, based on the elements of the structure-vectors [VS1] and [VS2], all data
related to the topology (poles and sections) are recorded in the vectors [PT] and [S]. Using
these vectors and the additional information on the distance between two successive poles
provided by the DNO according to the technical regulations in Romania, see Supplementary
File Characteristics of the Sections, the calculation of the distances from the vector [D] is
performed, knowing the allocation of the consumers to the poles. Finally, the current
profiles from the day with peak load recorded in the EDN are uploaded in the matrix [I].

The aggregation of the current profiles is done at the SP level (on the LV side) to
identify the hour of the peak load, hPL, as seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The total current at the LV level of the SP.

In the following, the unbalance factor (UF) is calculated at the peak load hour (hPL = 22)
to decide if the clustering process starts. Because the value of the UF was higher than
1.1 (UF = 1.18), the column [I22] from the matrix [I] together with the vector [D] have
composed the matrix [ID] used in the clustering process based on the K-means algorithm.
The maximum number of the partitions (Kmax = 10) was determined using the relation
(14), knowing the number of consumers (NC = 114). The optimal number of clusters that
resulted in the clustering process was five. The testing of the quality has done using the
silhouette coefficient, SC. The value of SC, equal to 0.76, was maximum for a partition in
five clusters, see Figure 11.
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Table 4 presents the statistical indicators (mean, standard deviation, maximum, and
minimum) of each cluster (consumers’ group) obtained in the clustering process based on
the K-means algorithm.
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Table 4. The statistical indicators of the clusters.

Cluster
Statistical Indicators Variables

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Mean
D [km] 0.56 0.29 0.39 0.96 0.60

I [A] 0.48 0.63 8.25 0.69 1.60

Standard deviation
D [km] 0.09 0.10 0.19 0.15 0.11

I [A] 0.19 0.43 2.33 0.53 0.65

Maximum value
D [km] 0.72 0.40 0.64 1.28 0.76

I [A] 1.01 2.33 11.70 2.33 3.10

Minimum value
D [km] 0.44 0.04 0.20 0.76 0.40

I [A] 0.34 0.21 6.66 0.34 1.01
Number 32 34 4 26 18

Most consumers (80% of the total consumers used in the clustering process) belonging
to the clusters (C1, C2, and C3) have small values of the requested currents at the hour.
These values are usually because the electricity consumption of many consumers is under
1000 kW/year. On the other hand, the allocation of consumers at the poles indicates
distances from SP between 0.2 and 1.2 km. Cluster C5 contains consumers having the
requested current in the range [1.5 A, 4.5 A], and cluster C3 integrates those consumers
with values over 6 A. The distances from consumers of cluster C5 and the SP have the
medium lengths between 0.5 and 0.76 km.

In the next stage, the “candidate” groups have been chosen based on the qualification
index, QI. Table 5 contains the information corresponding to the qualification index and
the degrees of importance assigned to the proposed zones. A qualification index from
9 (the highest degree of importance) until 1 (the least degree of importance) will label
each zone classified from Table 5. The zoning process was based on an analysis of the
results obtained in the clustering process and presented above. Figure 12 shows the 3-D
representation of clusters, considering the input variables: requested current, distance, and
qualification index.

Table 5. The value of the qualification index and the degrees of importance associated with zoning of
the characteristics current-distance.

Zones of the
Current

Zones of the Distance [km] Qualification
Index0–0.4 km 0.4–0.8 km 0.8–1.2 km

0–1.5 A 1 2 3 Low
1.5–4.5 A 4 5 6 Medium

>4.5 A 7 8 9 High
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The centroids, identified through the means from Table 4, will characterize each cluster
in the identification process of the “candidate” groups. The interest zones for the PLB
process will have the index QI between 9 and 4, in descending order, associated with the
high and medium degrees of importance, see Figure 13. The clusters from these zones,
highlighted in red, are Cluster C3 (high degree, QI = 7) and Cluster C5 (medium degree,
QI = 5). These clusters represent the “candidate” groups for the PLB process in this case,
where each consumer will have installed a PLBE.
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The second level of the methodology refers to running the PLB algorithm considering
the “candidate” groups in descending order of the QI (C3 and C5) until the convergence
condition is satisfied. The agreed value to stop the iterative process was 1.01, meaning
an acceptance of 1% for the unbalance factor at the SP level, and the imposed limit of
the unbalance factor at the pole level, UFlim, see constraint (19), was 1.1 (maximum value
accepted by the DNO in the EDNs).

The algorithm starts from the farthest points (P20, P39, and P88), aggregating the
phase currents at each pole until the SP. The optimal solution, represented by the minimum
average value of the UF at the SP level in the analysed period, is obtained through coordi-
nation of the PLBE installed to the consumers from the “candidate” groups. Thus, the best
allocation of the consumers on the phases of the EDN is determined. Figure 14 shows the
hourly values of the UF at the LV level of the SP obtained after applying the PLB algorithm.
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The analysis indicates a maximum of 1.0078 recorded at the peak load hour (hPL = 22)
and a mean of 1.003. This last value is well below the target value of 1.01, set to stop the
iterative process.

Figure 15 presents the phase switching operations corresponding to the consumers
from the “candidate” groups in the analyzed period (24 h), and Table A2 from Appendix A
contains details on the PLB process highlighted through the switching matrix.
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The switching schemes correspond to the positions of the consumers in the EDN
relative to the SP. The analysis of the switching operations concluded that the first eleven
consumers (#14, #18, #20, #37, #42, #43, #48, #53, #54, #59, and #68) located closer to the
SP, have a higher number of the switching operations (98, representing 81.7% of the total
number) than the last eleven consumers, #73, #74, #76, #82, #83, #84, #85, #88, #89, #90,
and #92 (22, representing 18.3% from the total number), located close to the end poles of
the network. The switching of the consumers from one phase to another is different. The
consumers with significant influence on the unbalance factor are #20, #37, #42, #43, and #68
(over ten switching operations), and the consumers #82, #84, #85, #89, #90, and #92 affect
the PLB process less (only one switching operation). There are two consumers without any
switching operation (#76 and #83).

The hours with a high number of switching operations are 1 (18 operations), 16 and
17 (9 operations), 2, 20, 22, and 23 (8 operations). However, there are two hours (3 and 5)
where the PLBE did not work. Thus, 20 PLBE optimally located in the network lead at an
unbalance factor of 1.003, very close to the ideal value (1.0). The implementation degree of
the PLBE in this EDN is only 17.5%. The computational corresponding to the switching
operations of the selected devices was by 0.72 s.

The results have been compared with those obtained in the case of the algorithms
having a full implementation degree (FID): heuristic [47], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [48] and genetic algorithm (GA) [49]. The codes of the algorithms have been written
in programming language Matlab2016, and it has run on a computer with the same
characteristics as in [47]: processor Intel Core i7, 3.10 GHz, memory 4 GB RAM, and
Windows 10 64-bit operating system.

The FID-based heuristic algorithm has proven faster (1.26 s) than PSO (348 s) and GA
(291 s). Based on these results, the proposed algorithm was compared with the FID-based
heuristic algorithm in terms of switching operations, see Figure 16.
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considering the number of the switching operations.

The PLBE installed to all consumers in the FID-based heuristic algorithm performed
a total number of the switching operations by 1470, compared to 120 associated with
the PLBE installed to 20 consumers from the proposed algorithm. A reduction with
approximately 92% of switching operations can be observed, correlated with a shorter time
interval associated with the balancing process.

All switching operations lead at a balanced loading on the three phases at each hour
from the analysed period on the LV side of the SP, compared with the initial situation (un-
balance regime, 0% implementation degrees of the PLBE), see Figures 17 and 18. Table A3
from Appendix A details the results on the phase currents and unbalance factors in all
analysed cases (0%, 17.5%, and 100% implementation degrees).
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Table 6. The performance indicators obtained for both PLB algorithms. 

Implementation 
Degree [%] 

Algorithm Computational 
Time [Seconds] 

UF ΔW [kWh] ΔWS [%] 

0 - - 1.260 35.8 - 

100 
[AG algorithm] 291 1.0017 14.2 60.3 
[PSO algorithm] 348 1.0022 13.9 61.1 

[Heuristic algorithm] 1.26 1.0001 14.1 60.6 
17.5 [Proposed algorithm] 0.72 1.0030 14.6 59.2 

The energy losses have been determined following the steady-state calculation at 
each hour using the forward/backward sweep-based algorithm developed in [41] for the 
balanced and unbalanced three-phase regimes of the EDNs. 

The results highlight the advantages of the heuristic algorithm compared with the 
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Figure 18. The current curves on the three phases aggregated at the LV level of the SP (17.5%
implementation degree of the PLBE in the EDN).

Table 6 presents a synthesis of the performance indicators (the computing time, the
unbalance factor, and the energy-saving) for the three implemented degrees (0%, 100%,
and 17.5%). Three algorithms (Heuristic, PSO, and AG) have been considered for the full
implementation degree (100%).

Table 6. The performance indicators obtained for both PLB algorithms.

Implementation Degree [%] Algorithm Computational Time [Seconds] UF ∆W [kWh] ∆WS [%]

0 - - 1.260 35.8 -

100
[AG algorithm] 291 1.0017 14.2 60.3
[PSO algorithm] 348 1.0022 13.9 61.1

[Heuristic algorithm] 1.26 1.0001 14.1 60.6

17.5 [Proposed algorithm] 0.72 1.0030 14.6 59.2

The energy losses have been determined following the steady-state calculation at
each hour using the forward/backward sweep-based algorithm developed in [41] for the
balanced and unbalanced three-phase regimes of the EDNs.

The results highlight the advantages of the heuristic algorithm compared with the
PSO and AG algorithms. The optimal solution, represented by the unbalance factor,
is obtained quickly (1.26 s), and the energy-savings are very close. Consequently, the
heuristic algorithm was considered the standard in comparing the results with the proposed
algorithm. If the differences between the values of unbalance factor and energy-saving are
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small (0.3% and 1.5%, respectively), the computational time and the number of switching
operations are on behalf of the proposed algorithm. It is 0.54 s faster, and the switching
operations are reduced by 92%. All these indicators influence the investment politics of
the DNOs, leading to a significant reduction of the PLBE and 3-P branching with similar
energy-savings as in the case when the implementation degree of the PLBE is full (100%).

Tables A4–A6 in Appendix A, show the detailed results of the steady-state calcula-
tion at each hour in the three cases (0%, 100% with the heuristic algorithm, and 17.5%).
Figure 19 presents the energy losses on the phases (a, b, and c) and neutral (N) conduc-
tors. The analysis highlights a significant reduction of the energy losses on phase b and
neutral for both implementation degrees. Also, the values of the energy losses in the
conductors are very close, between 0.1 kWh (phase a), 0.5 kWh (phase b), 0.7 kWh (phase c),
and 0.3 kWh (neutral).
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The following relation was the basis in the evaluation of energy- saving (∆WS):

∆Ws =

∣∣∣∣∆W0 − ∆Wpg

∆W0

∣∣∣∣ · 100 , [%] (33)

where: ∆W0 represents the energy losses in the unbalance case (0% implementation degree
of the PLBE in the EDN), and ∆Wpg corresponds the energy losses in the balanced cases
(pg = 100% and 17.5%).

4. Conclusions

In the paper, a novel bi-level methodology to optimal placement of the PLBE in the
EDNs has been proposed. The first level refers to a decision-making process where the
“candidate” groups of the consumers with the PLBE installed are identified based on
the K-means clustering algorithm and a qualification index. The second level integrates
the PLB process having as objective the minimization of the unbalance factor on the LV
side of the SP by switching from a phase to other phases the switchable consumers from
the “candidate” groups. The energy-saving has represented the base in the evaluation
of the technical benefits. The aim has been achieved, the obtained results proving that a
limited number of PLBE, associated with a reduced implementation degree, lead to similar
technical benefits as in the full implementation and the reduced investments.

A real EDN from a rural area belonging to a Romanian DNO, with 114 consumers,
was considered in testing the proposed methodology. All consumers have the meter
integrated into the SMS. Following the clustering process, two “candidate” groups with
22 consumers have been selected based on the qualification index. Only 20 consumers
participated in the PLB process because two consumers did not modify the connected
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phase in the analysed interval (24 h). The analysis of the obtained results highlighted the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm. A comparison between three algorithms (heuristic,
PSO, and AG) used to solve the PLB problem for a full implementation degree has been
done. The heuristic algorithm leads the best results, and consequently, it represented the
standard in comparing the results with the proposed algorithm. Thus, 20 PLBE installed
to the consumers, representing an implementation degree by only 17.5%, led to similar
technical benefits as in the case of a full implementation degree (100%), evaluated through
the heuristic algorithm, highlighted through the unbalance factor (1.003 versus 1.0001) and
an energy-saving (59.1% versus 60.6%), considering the number of switching operations
decreases highly with the 92% (120 versus 1470). The computing time is 0.54 s faster, mainly
due to the reduced number of the PLBE and the local optimal solutions identified only at
the poles where the consumers from the “candidate” groups are connected.

On the other hand, the methodology leads to significant economic benefits due to
the reduced number of PLBE and 3-P branching. This branching must replace the 1-P
branching at the consumers with PLBE installed.

The aim was to demonstrate that a limited number of PLBE, associated with a low
implementation degree that means reduced investments, can lead to similar technical
benefits as in a full implementation.

Regarding the implementation, the methodology can have a significant impact on
the operation of the EDNs only if the communication infrastructure has a high-speed
data transmission and the data concentrator located at the level of the SP, integrating the
decision-making algorithm for the optimal switching of the consumers on the phases, has
superior performances (high data acquisition and processing speed).

The future work is concentrated on the active EDNs with prosumers to develop the
solutions to integrate the small-scale distributed generation sources in the PLB process. The
methodology will have an extension for multiple-EDNs, associated with a MµG system,
with a common coupling point (an electric distribution substation), or multiple connection
points identified by the tie lines.
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1-P Single-phase consumer;
3-P Three-phase consumer;
APL Active power losses;
C Constraint;
CO Cost optimization;
CP Consumption point associated with the 1-P and 3-P consumer;
DN Distribution Network;
DNO Distribution Grid Operator;
DM Decision-Maker;
FID Full implementation degree
LV Low voltage;
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MµG Multiple-microgids;
OF Objective function;
PEVs Plug-in electric vehicles;
PLB Phase load balancing;
PLBE Phase load balancing equipment;
SBS Smart balancing system;
SD Switching device;
SMS Smart Metering System;
SM Smart meter;
SP Supply point;
STS Static Transfer Systems;
UC Unbalance current;
UV Unbalance voltage;
UF Unbalance factor;
µG Microgrid
Ck,opt Optimal number of clusters;
dist(IDi,IDj) Euclidean distance in the two-dimensional space between the i-th and j-th consumers;

Dmin, Dmax
Minimum and maximum values determined of all distances calculated for the consumers,
[km];

Dn The distance between the supply point and the pole where the consumer n is connected, [km];

Dn*
The normalized value of the distances between the pole to which the consumer n is connected
and SP;

[D] Vector of the distances;
GC The “candidate” consumer groups for the PLBE placement;
GI The ignored consumer groups (without PLBE);
Gi The degree of importance;
h The hour when the PLB process unfolds;
H The analyzed period, [hours];
I(SP)

max The maximum value of the total current at the LV level of SP, [A];
Iav

(hPL) The average value of the phase currents at the SP level and hour hPL, [A];
I(h)

av,SP The hourly average phase current at SP level, [A];
I(h)

av,P The hourly average value of the phase currents at the pole P, [A];
In,hPL The requested current by the consumer n, at the hour hPL, [A];
I*n,hPL The normalized value of the requested current by a consumer n, at hour hPL, [A];
IhPL,min Minimum value from all requested currents by the consumers at hour hPL, [A];
IhPL,max Maximum value from all requested currents by the consumers at hour hPL, [A];
Ip

(hPL) The total current on the phase p, at the LV level of SP and hour hPL, [A];
I(h)

a,SP, I(h)
b,SP, I(h)

c,SP The hourly phase currents aggregated at the level (on the LV side), [A];

I(h)
a,GC,mi

The hourly requested current by the consumer mi belonging to the groups GC and allocated on
the phase a at the pole P, [A];

I(h)
a,GC,q

The hourly requested current by the consumer q belonging to the groups GC and allocated on
the phase a, [A];

I(h)
a,GI,ni

The hourly requested current by the consumer ni belonging to the groups GI and allocated on
the phase a at the pole P, [A];

I(h)
a,GI,o

The hourly requested current by the consumer o belonging to the groups GI and allocated on
the phase a, [A];

I(h)
b,GC,e

The hourly requested current by the consumer e belonging to the groups GC and allocated on
the phase b, [A];

I(h)
b,GC,mj

The hourly requested current by the consumer mj belonging to the candidate groups GC and
allocated on the phase b at the pole P, [A];

I(h)
b,GI,f

The hourly requested current by the consumer f belonging to the groups GI and allocated on
the phase b, [A];

I(h)
b,GI,nj

The hourly requested current by the consumer nj belonging to the groups GI and allocated on
the phase b at the pole P, [A];

I(h)
c,GC,ml

The hourly requested current by the consumer ml belonging to the candidate groups GC and
allocated on the phase c at the pole P, [A];
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I(h)
c,GC,w

The hourly requested current by the consumer w belonging to the groups GC and allocated on
the phase c, [A];

I(h)
c,GI,nl

The hourly requested current by the consumer nl belonging to the groups GI and allocated on
the phase c at the pole P, [A];

I(h)
c,GI,v

The hourly requested current by the consumer v belonging to the groups GI and allocated on
the phase c, [A];

I(h)
{p},GI,P

The hourly phase currents belonging to the groups GI and aggregated at the pole P, p = {a,b,c},
[A];

I(h)
{p},GC,P

The hourly phase currents belonging to the groups GC and aggregated at the pole P, p = {a,b,c},
[A];

I(h)
{p},GI,SP

The hourly phase currents of the consumers belonging to the groups GI and aggregated at SP
level, p = {a,b,c}, [A];

I(h)
{p},GC,SP

The hourly phase currents of the consumers belonging to the groups GC and aggregated at SP
level, p = {a,b,c}, [A];

I(h)
{p},P The hourly phase currents aggregated at the pole P, p = {a,b,c}, [A];

I(h)
{p},x

The hourly phase currents aggregated at the pole x⊆{PT} (placed after the pole P in the EDN),
[A];

[I]
Matrix containing the current profiles of the consumers from the day when the peak load was
recorded in the EDN;

[I(SP)] Vector of the currents aggregated at the LV level of SP for each hour h, [A];
[ID] The matrix with the consumers’ characteristics subjected to the clustering process;
Kmax Maximum number of clusters;
l Index of the iteration from the PLB process;
mk Centroid of the cluster k, k = 1, . . . , K;
{M} Set of the centroids;
nk The number of consumers from the cluster Ck;
nph The number of phases (nph = 3);
n(h)

{p} The number of the consumers from the EDN allocated on each from the three phases, p = {a,b,c};

N{p},GI
The number of the consumers from the EDN allocated on each from the three phases, p =
{a,b,c}, belonging to the groups GI;

N(h)
{p},GC

The number of the consumers from the EDN allocated on each from the three phases, p =
{a,b,c}, belonging to the groups GC, at the hour h;

N(h)
P The number of the consumers allocated at the pole P;

N(h)
P,{p},GC

The number of the consumers allocated on each from the three phases of the EDN, p = {a,b,c},
belonging to the groups GC, at the pole P and hour h;

NP,{p},GI
The number of the consumers allocated on each from the three phases of the EDN, p = {a,b,c}
belonging to the groups GI, at the pole P;

Nr, Ns The number of the consumers assigned to the clusters r and s;
NP The total number of the poles;
NS The total number of the sections;
p Set of the connection phase, p = {a, b, c, abc};
[Ph] Vector of connection phase;
{PGC} Set of poles with least one consumer from the “candidate” groups GC;
[PT] Vector of the poles from the EDN;
{PT} Set of all poles from the EDN;
QP Vector of the silhouette coefficient;
QI Qualification index;
[S] Vector of the sections from the EDN;
SC Silhouette coefficient;
tb Set of the branching type tb = {1-P, 3-P};
[Tb] Vector of branching type;
UF(hPL) The unbalance factor calculate for the peak load hour, hPL, [p.u.]
UF(h)

P The hourly unbalance factor calculated at the pole P, [p.u.];
UF(h)

SP The hourly unbalance factor calculated on the LV side of SP, [p.u.];
UFav,SP The average value of the unbalance factor on the LV side of SP, [p.u.];
UFlim Limit value agreed by the DNO for the UF in the EDN, [p.u.];
[VS1], [VT2] The structure-vectors to identify the topology of the EDN;
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∆h The sampling step (∆h = 1 h, in our analysis);
∆WS The energy-saving, [%]

∆W0
Energy losses in the unbalance case (0% implementation degree of the PLBE installed in the
EDN), [kWh]

∆Wpg Energy losses in the balanced cases (pg = 100% and 17.5%), [kWh]

Appendix A

Table A1. The allocation of the consumers to the poles and phases (initial situation).

Consumer
ID

Pole
ID

Initial
Phase/Branching

Consumer
ID

Pole
ID

Initial
Phase/Branching

Consumer
ID

Pole
ID

Initial
Phase/Branching

1 1 b/1-P/1-P 39 28 c/1-P 77 52 b/1-P
2 3 a/1-P 40 28 c/1-P 78 52 b/1-P
3 3 b/1-P 41 30 c/1-P 79 53 b/1-P
4 4 b/1-P 42 30 a/1-P 80 55 c/1-P
5 5 b/1-P 43 30 c/1-P 81 56 a/1-P
6 6 b/1-P 44 31 c/1-P 82 58 b/1-P
7 7 c/1-P 45 32 c/1-P 83 59 a/1-P
8 7 c/1-P 46 32 c/1-P 84 59 b/1-P
9 8 b/1-P 47 33 c/1-P 85 59 b/1-P
10 8 c/1-P 48 33 c/1-P 86 60 b/1-P
11 10 a b c/3-P 49 34 c/1-P 87 60 b/1-P
12 11 c/1-P 50 35 c/1-P 88 61 b/1-P
13 11 c/1-P 51 36 c/1-P 89 61 b/1-P
14 12 a/1-P 52 36 c/1-P 90 62 a/1-P
15 13 a/1-P 53 37 c/1-P 91 62 b/1-P
16 13 a/1-P 54 37 b/1-P 92 63 b/1-P
17 16 a/1-P 55 38 c/1-P 93 65 b/1-P
18 16 a/1-P 56 38 c/1-P 94 68 b/1-P
19 19 c/1-P 57 38 c/1-P 95 70 b/1-P
20 19 c/1-P 58 39 c/1-P 96 71 a/1-P
21 20 c/1-P 59 40 b/1-P 97 71 b/1-P
22 20 c/1-P 60 40 b/1-P 98 71 b/1-P
23 21 b/1-P 61 41 a/1-P 99 71 b/1-P
24 21 c/1-P 62 41 b/1-P 100 72 b/1-P
25 22 c/1-P 63 41 b/1-P 101 73 b/1-P
26 22 c/1-P 64 42 b/1-P 102 75 b/1-P
27 23 c/1-P 65 42 b/1-P 103 75 b/1-P
28 23 c/1-P 66 43 c/1-P 104 76 a/1-P
29 24 c/1-P 67 45 b/1-P 105 77 b/1-P
30 25 c/1-P 68 45 b/1-P 106 80 b/1-P
31 26 c/1-P 69 46 b/1-P 107 80 b/1-P
32 26 c/1-P 70 47 b/1-P 108 81 b/1-P
33 26 c/1-P 71 47 b/1-P 109 82 b/1-P
34 26 c/1-P 72 47 b/1-P 110 82 b/1-P
35 27 c/1-P 73 47 b/1-P 111 85 b/1-P
36 27 c/1-P 74 47 b/1-P 112 86 b/1-P
37 27 a/1-P 75 48 b/1-P 113 86 b/1-P
38 28 a/1-P 76 51 a/1-P 114 88 b/1-P
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Table A2. The switching matrix and number of the switching operations.

Consumer ID Candidate Group
Hour

Switching Operations
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

14 Cluster C5 a b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b a a b b b 3
18 Cluster C5 a a b b b b a a a a a b a a a a b a a a a a a a b 7
20 Cluster C5 c b a a a a b a a a b a b b b b a b b b a a b b a 12
37 Cluster C5 a a b b b b b c a c b b b a b b b b b b c a b b b 10
42 Cluster C5 a b b b b b b a a a a b b b b b c b c a c c a c c 10
43 Cluster C5 c a c c b b a c c c c b a b a a b a a b a a b a b 16
48 Cluster C5 c b b b a a a a a a a a b a b a b a a a a a a a a 8
53 Cluster C5 c b c c a a a a a a a a a a a a c a a a a a a c c 6
54 Cluster C5 b a c c a a a a a a a a a b a b b b a a a a a c c 8
59 Cluster C3 b c b b b b b b b b c b b b b b b b c c b b c b b 8
68 Cluster C3 b a a a c c c c c c b c c c c c a c b b c c b a a 10
73 Cluster C3 b c c c a a a a a a a a a a a a c a a a a a a c c 5
74 Cluster C5 b a a a c c c b b b c c c c c c a c c c b b c a a 9
76 Cluster C5 a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 0
82 Cluster C5 b a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 1
83 Cluster C5 a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 0
84 Cluster C3 b c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 1
85 Cluster C5 b a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 1
88 Cluster C5 b a c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 2
89 Cluster C5 b c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 1
90 Cluster C5 a c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 1
92 Cluster C5 b c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 1

Switching Operations 0 18 8 0 7 0 3 5 1 1 5 6 4 4 4 2 9 9 4 2 8 1 8 8 3 120
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Table A3. The phase currents and unbalance factor at SP level for different implementation degrees of the PLBE in the EDN.

Hour

Implementation Degree

0% 100% 17.5%

Ia [A] Ib [A] Ic [A] UF Ia [A] Ib [A] Ic [A] UF Ia [A] Ib [A] Ic [A] UF

h1 14.9 51.3 20.0 1.29 28.3 28.2 28.2 1.00001 28.5 26.5 29.8 1.027
h2 14.1 48.9 19.1 1.29 27.0 26.9 26.9 1.00001 25.1 26.4 29.3 1.004
h3 13.3 45.8 18.2 1.29 25.4 25.4 25.4 1.00001 23.5 25.0 27.7 1.004
h4 13.5 46.5 17.9 1.30 25.7 25.5 25.5 1.00001 23.8 25.3 27.6 1.004
h5 13.7 46.0 18.4 1.28 25.6 25.7 25.7 1.00001 23.8 25.4 27.7 1.004
h6 12.5 37.9 17.4 1.23 22.3 22.4 22.3 1.00001 21.0 22.2 23.7 1.002
h7 16.9 43.5 20.0 1.18 26.5 26.4 26.4 1.00000 24.9 26.5 28.0 1.002
h8 19.7 47.5 21.5 1.17 29.2 29.0 29.3 1.00001 28.0 30.0 29.5 1.001
h9 19.9 52.7 22.5 1.20 31.1 31.3 31.2 1.00001 29.5 31.0 33.2 1.002
h10 18.2 56.7 22.3 1.26 31.9 31.9 31.7 1.00000 30.3 31.3 33.9 1.002
h11 19.4 65.7 23.9 1.30 35.6 35.4 35.7 1.00000 32.7 35.3 38.7 1.004
h12 17.6 61.8 21.1 1.33 32.9 32.8 32.8 1.00000 30.8 31.7 35.9 1.004
h13 18.1 65.8 22.0 1.35 34.4 34.7 34.6 1.00000 32.3 33.5 37.9 1.005
h14 18.1 64.0 23.0 1.32 34.3 34.4 34.2 1.00000 32.4 33.3 37.3 1.004
h15 18.1 65.1 22.9 1.33 34.5 34.6 34.7 1.00000 32.7 33.6 37.4 1.003
h16 16.1 57.3 21.8 1.31 31.2 31.0 31.2 1.00000 29.2 30.6 33.7 1.003
h17 18.6 65.1 23.2 1.32 34.7 35.1 34.8 1.00001 33.2 33.8 37.6 1.003
h18 21.8 71.8 26.7 1.29 39.1 39.3 39.1 1.00000 37.7 39.0 40.9 1.001
h19 21.6 63.2 26.0 1.23 36.2 36.2 36.3 1.00001 34.4 36.3 37.9 1.002
h20 21.5 55.0 24.5 1.18 33.1 33.3 33.0 1.00000 32.0 32.9 34.5 1.001
h21 26.0 62.9 28.1 1.17 38.1 38.4 38.3 1.00001 37.5 39.4 37.9 1.000
h22 28.1 74.1 33.0 1.19 44.2 43.7 44.2 1.00001 40.1 42.6 49.4 1.008
h23 25.2 74.7 32.0 1.22 42.9 42.9 43.0 1.00002 40.9 42.6 45.4 1.002
h24 17.3 56.3 23.9 1.25 31.7 31.9 32.1 1.00002 29.7 31.5 34.5 1.004

Table A4. The hourly power losses without the implementation of the PLBE in the EDN (0%
implementation degree), [kW].

Hour ∆Pa ∆Pb ∆Pc ∆PN ∆PTotal

h1 0.033 0.555 0.109 0.441 1.138
h2 0.029 0.505 0.099 0.402 1.035
h3 0.026 0.446 0.089 0.355 0.916
h4 0.027 0.457 0.087 0.363 0.933
h5 0.027 0.449 0.092 0.357 0.925
h6 0.023 0.314 0.081 0.252 0.670
h7 0.042 0.421 0.108 0.332 0.902
h8 0.056 0.505 0.125 0.395 1.081
h9 0.057 0.605 0.137 0.474 1.273
h10 0.049 0.680 0.135 0.535 1.399
h11 0.055 0.895 0.154 0.706 1.810
h12 0.046 0.791 0.121 0.622 1.579
h13 0.048 0.892 0.131 0.703 1.775
h14 0.048 0.848 0.143 0.671 1.711
h15 0.048 0.875 0.142 0.691 1.757
h16 0.039 0.686 0.129 0.546 1.400
h17 0.051 0.877 0.146 0.691 1.765
h18 0.070 1.069 0.193 0.842 2.174
h19 0.068 0.854 0.183 0.672 1.777
h20 0.068 0.670 0.164 0.527 1.429
h21 0.099 0.882 0.214 0.693 1.888
h22 0.115 1.195 0.292 0.949 2.551
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Table A4. Cont.

Hour ∆Pa ∆Pb ∆Pc ∆PN ∆PTotal

h23 0.093 1.189 0.276 0.949 2.507
h24 0.044 0.675 0.155 0.542 1.415

∆W[kWh] 1.260 17.335 3.504 13.712 35.811

Table A5. The hourly power losses for a 100% implementation degree of the PLBE in the EDN, [kW].

Hour ∆Pa ∆Pb ∆Pc ∆PN ∆PTotal

h1 0.120 0.143 0.146 0.021 0.431
h2 0.110 0.134 0.130 0.020 0.393
h3 0.097 0.119 0.116 0.018 0.350
h4 0.116 0.118 0.103 0.019 0.356
h5 0.115 0.119 0.104 0.018 0.356
h6 0.086 0.080 0.089 0.012 0.268
h7 0.121 0.130 0.110 0.025 0.387
h8 0.147 0.148 0.146 0.034 0.475
h9 0.182 0.166 0.155 0.040 0.543
h10 0.182 0.176 0.162 0.032 0.551
h11 0.223 0.199 0.227 0.041 0.691
h12 0.194 0.170 0.195 0.038 0.596
h13 0.176 0.226 0.217 0.044 0.663
h14 0.209 0.212 0.185 0.038 0.644
h15 0.179 0.224 0.215 0.038 0.656
h16 0.172 0.154 0.175 0.028 0.528
h17 0.181 0.226 0.218 0.037 0.663
h18 0.228 0.283 0.274 0.046 0.832
h19 0.199 0.241 0.233 0.041 0.715
h20 0.189 0.208 0.171 0.037 0.603
h21 0.253 0.252 0.253 0.056 0.815
h22 0.332 0.297 0.364 0.063 1.056
h23 0.322 0.327 0.289 0.050 0.989
h24 0.153 0.186 0.183 0.026 0.547

∆W[kWh] 4.287 4.539 4.461 0.820 14.107

Table A6. The hourly power losses for a 17.5% implementation degree of the PLBE in the EDN, [kW].

Hour ∆Pa ∆Pb ∆Pc ∆PN ∆PTotal

h1 0.122 0.120 0.188 0.043 0.472
h2 0.115 0.109 0.160 0.036 0.420
h3 0.100 0.097 0.144 0.032 0.373
h4 0.106 0.099 0.134 0.023 0.362
h5 0.106 0.100 0.135 0.022 0.363
h6 0.082 0.077 0.099 0.016 0.275
h7 0.113 0.113 0.144 0.036 0.405
h8 0.140 0.143 0.163 0.043 0.490
h9 0.157 0.153 0.200 0.050 0.560
h10 0.170 0.175 0.185 0.046 0.576
h11 0.202 0.187 0.265 0.047 0.701
h12 0.181 0.151 0.230 0.044 0.607
h13 0.199 0.170 0.255 0.049 0.672
h14 0.198 0.169 0.244 0.044 0.655
h15 0.203 0.172 0.248 0.045 0.667
h16 0.156 0.145 0.210 0.044 0.554
h17 0.206 0.174 0.250 0.044 0.676
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Table A6. Cont.

Hour ∆Pa ∆Pb ∆Pc ∆PN ∆PTotal

h18 0.264 0.270 0.269 0.071 0.874
h19 0.219 0.227 0.231 0.045 0.721
h20 0.184 0.180 0.220 0.062 0.645
h21 0.251 0.254 0.271 0.081 0.857
h22 0.297 0.312 0.387 0.067 1.063
h23 0.296 0.287 0.389 0.097 1.069
h24 0.158 0.157 0.223 0.052 0.591

∆W[kWh] 4.222 4.040 5.245 1.140 14.648
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